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T FC: The main issue to be di.scus.sed in this interview is 

whether there is, or ever has been, a truly Canadian ar· 

chitecture. What would be your initial response to this 
question? 

McMordie: The problem with the question is that there is a hid· 

den premise which must be explored. When you speak of~ Cana· 

dian architecture, it implies that there are a number of di.fferent 

architectures around the world which can be identified wtth na· 

tioru - I wonder in what sense how true that is. When we speak of 

American architecture, what do we mean by that? There is pre· 

industrial American architecture of the East Coast or of the 

Southwest which is distinctive which represents an evolution from 
• ' ' h 

a received style. East Coast American architecture, largely B~us 

Renaisance, in aome cases, pre· Renaissance traditions modified 

by local craft.mten and designers to suit local conditions. Sa~e 

thing in the Southwest Uni~ States; same thing in Canada 10 

nuebec where for instance the nuebec parish churches repre· 
x: ' ' x: 'dfm 
sent an evolved form which is different from, but denve ro J 
Metropolitan French forms. ~ 

But as wxm as you get into the industrial era , the picture changes. J 
There are aome recnonal architecture~ but mostly one talks, for ~n j 

o· -,;;;:: • 'd 'fy maJOr 
stance, about American Architecture One starts to 1 enu · 

architects. You talk about Richardaon or Sullivan You talk about· 



some of the great names - Gropius, MieA van de Robe, who, of 
course, were not originally American architects but who developed 
their buildings, their developed styleA, their careers in the United 
States. Their architecture, however, becomes an international ar· 
chitecture. 

Now to get back to the question, is there a Canadian architecture? 
There certainly is a pre·industrial architecture of Canada, pans of 
Canada - which is distinctive - notably the architecture of New 
France, of Quebec. That developed a tradition, a body of work, 
which included craftsmen and designers which extended certainly 
on into the nineteenth century and produced some very notable 
figures; for instance, Charles Baill~. as a figure of eminence in 
architecture. There was work through that period which is distinc· 
tive but as you move into the twentieth century as international ar· 
chitects in the industrial era takes hold, that uniqueness even in 
that area tends to dissolve, as I think it does in the parts of the 
United States that had had distinctive architecture. Canadian ar· 
chitecture from the twentieth century tends to look much more like 
architecture from everywhere else . 

Is there a Canadian architecture? I think there are elements of a 
Canadian architecture and there are oustanding Canadian ar· 
chitects of the present era - as there are oustanding American ar· 
chitects or outstanding British architects of the present era. I think 
there are elements in their work that are perhaps Canadian, in 
terms of response to climate and materials. I think that we have 
craft traditions and, of course, they had a very tenuous and a very 
local and specific footing in this country. This country is very much 
a country of the industrial era - as a nation that extends right 
across the continent. As we move into that era, we move into a 
period which really is too close to us, historically, to identify clearly 
distinctive elements. I have my suspicions of what those distinctive 
elements are. They may be obvious things like, response to climate 
- the evolution of an architecture which emphasizes the enclosed 
spaces - the enclosed conununal spaces - enclosed spaces for 
communication between parts of the city as well as buildings. 
That's an obvious thing that lots of people talked about . That's one 
of Ray Mflecks' favourite themes . 

One of the things" that is distinctive has to do with the process of 
development of financing and construction. This links back into 
the .nat~ of this country, a country which is very strongly cen· 
trahzed m a number of ways, as opposed to the United States which 
~ decentralized, particularly in financing - which has become so 
Important. The Canadian ban.lcing system has been immensely im· 
port:mt for the Canadian development industry, and has made 
poss1ble a scale and kind of development that is distinctive. It's dif· 
ficult in some ways to link. that to architectural form but I think 
~at link may be there and that as we gain a longer pe~spective, we 
w1~l see elements of a distinctive architecture and urban design in 
th1s country that relate to those factors - to geographical factors, 
to ~~ctora of financing, and development and indeed broader 
p~lmcal fact~ra that reflect some fo the distinctive things about 
th1s country m terms of ita history and evolution and present 
government. 

T!C: You mention various factors influencing the architecture . 
DJ.verse regionalism and climatic response seem to be the two most 
ev1dem characteristics defining a specifically Canadian architec· 
ture. Do y~~ see any new trends in architecture that respond to 
these condltlons or do you see any other specifically Canadian fac · 
tors in the architecture? 

McMord.ie: It's interesting; as you know Trevor Boddy has just 
finished his Masters Degree Project looking at Prairie Architec
ture. Trevor came to the conclusion that there wasn't a distinctive 
prairie architecture but there were elements in this historical ar· 
chitecture of the Prairies that might contribute to the development 
of a regional architecture. That's a rather tentative conclwion but 
that's the kind of conclusion that seems to be the best we can come 
to when we look at this sort of question. 

TFC: Do you know what elemenu of the prairie architecture he 
was looking at - that he has identified? 

McMordie: I prefer not to go into that in great <ktail; I think 
Trevor has and will be explaining his point of view himself. 

I think that more important than the traditional sources of 
regional architecture - that is local material , local craft traditions 
- are probably any distinctive elements in the way that people live 
in different parts of the country. That's difficult to pin down 
because we have an immensely mobile population. As you know, 
this is unlike Britain. When you travel around Britain or the 
United States, you find people who have lived ·in the same area for 
generations. This continues to be true in parts of the Eastern part 
of this country - in rural Q!.!ebec and the Atlantic Provinces. I 
suspect that that affects the architecture there. I am hesitant 
because I don't know those areas as much as I would like to. fm 
heistant to specify. 

When you look at it from the West, the only part of the West that 
seems to have a distinctive quality is the Pacific Coast. Vancouver 
is both a highly mobile city, in flux - a rapidly devdoping city -
with a very strong national-international aspect. It is also a city 
which offen a kind of life, a fairly soft climate, immediate access to 
the sea and mountains, and so on. A former bead of the UBC 
School of Architecture used to describe it as 'Lotus Land'. I am 
sure that's a pretty fitting description. 

You find, of course, in Vancouver, buildings that cater to that and 
most evident is residential architecture. It has traditionally had a 
much greater interest in variety. The housing has tended to be 
open to the climate, the view, the sites and I think that that is con· 
tinuing with the move from an emphasis on detached houses on 
their own sites to much denser urban housing. You can see it most 
obviously of course, in the development around False Creek and 
now with BC Place coming. But up the slopes to the south of False 
Creek, 1\ lot of various private developments, not part of that co· 
ordinated scheme, again are developing a kind of dense urban 
housing which takes advantage of the view, gives a lot of in· 
dividuality to the inhabitants and seems to foster a kind of distinc· 
tive style of urban life. I think that sort of thing is distinctive in BC. 

TFC: When you talk of Vancouver as perhaps a regional type of 
architecture - how would you compare it to West Coast architec· 
ture in the United States? 

McMordie: Well , I think it shares a lot with it. And for awhile 
there was a tendency to lump the Pacific Northwest together u a 
region. This crossed the international border, the boundary bet· 
ween two countries, but which had a lot in common. I can 
remember Ron Thoro yean ago telling me of the importance to 
him of a Seattle architect, John Y eon, who'a work you will find 
published in one of the fint numben of How• and Home when it 
started out as a magazine with an interest in very high quality ar· 
chitectural design. 
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You can't iJolate architecture, you can't arbitrarily iJolate local ar· 
chitecture from national and international tendencies. You want 
to we the beat building sciC'DO! and technology you can grasp. You 
want to understand the economics of buildings; you need to know 
how people live, particularly for mobile populati?D'; you ~ to 
be aware of things happening outside your regton . I think we 
(educators) are trying to do this and bring the two together, but 
I'm not here to answer the question. You are in a better place than 
I am to judge w~er we are managing to do some of this. 

That of course, inttoduces another one of the problems - if you 
start to look for regional characteristics -: rM regions ~n't 
necessarily respect national boundaries. I think there are things 
common with areas to the !lOUth - the Bay Area and the Van· 
cou,·er area seem to have a.n:hitectural characteristics in common. 
But, I would look for an interweaving of those common regional 
characteristics with the distinctive Canadian political, economic 
things and see if they t~ begin to produce some sort of 
distin~ characteristics. 

TFC: fm wondering how you consider Canadian architecture as it 
relates to the larger framework of North American or of Western 
architecture? 

McMordie: I think so far it has developed very largely within that 
framework. Many architectS in Canada either were born and train· 
ed abroad, or went from Canada to receive their architectural 
training outside. the country, or to pu.rsur a Masters Degree outside 
the country after initial architectural training here. 

Much of the investment in major building in this country has been 
by companies who are partS of multinational or tranmational 
organizations, and this is all in the recent era - the last century of 
de"telopment. And this has contributed to the very strong interna· 
tional Characteristic of Canadian architecture - and where there 
is a deviation from this, it tends, as I have said, not so much to 
reflect uniquely Canadian cha.racteristia of style and design but 
much more qucstiom of scale development - tble way the plann· 
ing frame'Work operates in this cou:n.try, code regulation of 
building, and such. 

There im't a clear teparation between Canadian architecture and 
United States architecture - at least tble northern United States 
where tble climate and characteristics are similar. 

Where there are much more distinctive patterns of training and 
developmtnt, I think you sec greater distinctions - between, say, 
English architecture and Canadian architecture than between 
Canadian and American architecture, The English tendency has 
been to place more emphasis upon mlaller acale of development 
and design, and the approacbea to detailing are different, though 
10m~ oi these_ ~Ye ~n brought into Canadian architecture by 
Engliah or Bntish tramed architects. There tends to be between 
Ca_n,dian and American architecture a tendency - looking at ar· 
chnecture 'ery broadly, not look.ing at the work of individual 
dis~ architects whose wad stands out - for a very high level 
of general competence in design and construction and a lack of in· 
terest in specific c:be·up c:leWla. So tblere is a 10ft of blandness or 
samcnca - the buildings tend to be inarticulate: when you ap· 
proach them cloedy you get tble same son of entrance details over 
and over again without much attention to any panicular 
c~~racte~ica of the ~uilding or any attempt to respond to the in· 
diVldu.al_wang ~~t butlding. Coruequently, the entrance lobbies of 
commencal buildings tend to have a terrifying sameness - the col· 
oun may ~hange, the marble may be different, but the thinking is 
the aame tn each cue. That's both an international characteristic 
';Dd one of the lf?l def«:iencies of Canadian architecture, par· 
ucularly commeraal architecture. But it is -~-- ........ · • · . 
tio I '-·!ld' ...u -..,n m lnatJtu na uu.u 1ngs. 
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Look around this university for instance- that's very true of most 
of the buildings on the campw. That's a deficiency both in train. 
ing and in outlook of the architects, and in the quality of the 
clients - bee a~ good architecture ultimately depends upon good 
clients who are aware of what can be done and very clear of the 
direction of the architect. It's an uphill job for a good architect to 
persuade a client with no particular interest in architecture that he 
ought to be responding to these things. The best architecture 
comes from the junction of a good architect and a good client. 1 
can sight some exampes of that son of building that exuu. They 
stand out from the mass of buildings in the country. 

TJ'C: You speak about the architects being trained in other coun· 
tries and bringing that training to Canada. I question, now that 
Canada has a number of schools of architecture, whether the 
studentS are bdng taught any aort of Canadian architecture or u it 
jwt that same architecture from other countries brought in and 
retrained? 

McMordie: That is a particularly penetrating question - given 
that you and I have been involved in a course in which some of 
these questions were being raised. If you look back at what I have 
said so far, you can see what the difficulties are for somebody who 
is trying to teach architecture in this situation. It becomes difficult 
to know just how to teach it. I think the thing we are most suc· 
cessful at is asking the questions. We are not particularly successful 
at fmd.ing the answers. 

I thin.1t that we are trying to push students - one of the problems 
of architectural education u that there is relatively little time to 
master something that people haven't mastered in a lifetime of 
professional activity. 

The mast you can do is try to establish some funda.mental skills and 
point some direction, partly by asking questions, which you hope 
people will pursue as they follow their careers after they leave thU 
place or other schools of architecture. 

I thin.1t that we are now looking much more closely at the region in 
which we build than we used to. Although, I remember, as a stu· 
dent of architecture at Toronto in late Fifties, early Sixties, we 
were very interested in the historical building traditions of Toron· 
to. It was a city that had historically been built out of brick and, to 
some extent, stone - but brick was the prevailing local material. 
Respected local finns and architects wed brick well. 

I hope that approach continues: here (Calgary) we certainly spend 
some time looking at the historical traditions of the area . They are 
not very long or deep but they do, to some extent, reflect the 
characteristics of early development here. You can see this ~ ao~e 
of the architecture that local architects are building - restdenoal 
work which attempu to respond to some of those characteristics -
traditional Calgary architecture, the very tight thin skin wood· 
frame, wood sided house of the pre-World War I period. That, I 
think, is one of the thing• we try to do. & you know, in the course 
we were discuuing we wed Kenneth Frampton's idea about 
region.afum - critical regionalism - as a theme or a method. of 
exploring some of these ideas. I think his identification o~ the m· 
teraction between international trends and particularly mtema· 
tional technology and local traditions and characteristics is very 
important here. 

TJ'C: In Trac1 magazine you mentio~ the conditions of creation 
in architecture, noting ruch conditions as political •tnJ8Biet• 
economic crises, technological innovation, compromise• and COD· 
strainu with clients, public authorities, budget and site. How 



might architecture in Canada ha_rneas these forces in the buildin~ 
of cities in perhaps a more consistent manner - and would this 
consistency be a desirable thing in our architecture? 

McMordie: To stan with the last question first, I think consi!itency 
is always desirable in architecture. I think the fact that I ~the 
position expresses something of my background as a Canadian. 

I think one of the identified characteristics of the country as com
pared with the United States is a small 'c' conservative tendency 
and this has been a necessary element in the country's existence as 
a nation, historically and politically. 

It has required an acceptance of a level of authority ~nd di~ction 
which would be unacceptable to man, most Amencan anz~. 
Certainly the United States his~orically de_veloped_ as a· naoon 
because it adopted a position which emphasued a ~nd of revolu
tionary attitude. Though, that can be over·emphas~zed. The first 
Americans, George Washington and so on, were m m_any ways 
deeply conservative British but were deeply affected by eighteenth 
century French thinking, at least the early develop~ent of~~ na
tion was, which was a radical overthrow of the eXJSong condit10ns. 

Our political and social traditions reflect a . much gr~ater ~ue 
placed upon continuity - ~liticall_y_ an~ socially. I thi_nk this ex
presses itself to some degree m our Cities, m the tendencies towar~s 
a much stronger planning framework, a much greater emphasts 
upon bureaucratic involvement in the regulatio? of city develop
ment with all the costs and problems that that mvolves. None of 
these things are entirely good or bad . And~ much~ I criti~e the 
excesses and mistakes of that approach, I sttll value it. I don t want 
to throw it out the window - I want to improve it and modify it to 
be more responsive and sensitive . I look in the architecture of the 
city following from that for perhaps a greater consistency or 
greater continuity - a greater emphasis on _a ki~d of ~a.ckgro~nd 
architecture, which seems to me part of a htstonc tradmon which 
goes back beyond the origins of this country. 

And it is a tradition I greatly value. I did post graduate work and 
spent a fairly larger period of my life in Britain and Edinburg~. 
The Scots were terrificly important in the development of this 
country, and I think that kind of convservatism is there in that 
Scottish tradition. You can see it in a city like Edinburgh - which 
at first sight tends to strike you as rather bleak and monotonous -
but which on acquaintance, reveals a great deal of subtlety and 
variation within a fair)y consistent framework . And that is the kind 
of city that I think we should be trying to create. 

TFC: Paul Rudolph has said, "Architects by implication suggest 
the past as well as the future and make connections between the 
demands of society and Utopia." I'm wondering how you would in· 
terpret this statement as it relates to Canadian architects putting 
up Canadian architecture? 

McMordie: I don't think we have many, if any, Utopian ar
chitects. I'm not certain about Utopia as the goal, at one pole. At 
the other end, I think that many architects have been notoriously 
insensitive to historic traditions in the past. It's difficult to compare 
with things elsewhere - we perhaps haven't been any worse than 
architects elsewhere through the Fifties and Sixties, which is a 
period of great insensitivity to these things - while other goals 
were pursued. 

I think that we tend to be very pragmatic in our architecture rather 
than idealiatic in that sort of Utopian ICnle - and I res~ct that. I 
place a greater value on sensitivity to and respect for the put than 
I do upon some notion of a Utopian future. And 10, I would 
diverge from Rudolpb. 

TFC: Frampton sees regionalism as offering resistance to an 
onslaught of univeraal civilization. Regionalism changing in 
ideology from place to place - is an Ism that cuts across Framp
ton 's Productivism, Rationalism, Structuralism and Populism. Do 
you see any examples of Frampton's regionalism in Canadian ar
chitecture, such as Doug Cardinal 's Albena work and Erickson's 
West Cocut work? 

McMordie: I think some West Coast work , including some of 
Ericbon's, is; Cardinal puzzles me a little becawe his building haa 
less to do with any specific geographical characteristics of this 
region than it does with some kind of metaphysical notion of In 
dian culture and its relation to current international culture. I 
think I'd make a distinction there . There are other architects who I 
think have contributed in some ways to this kind of regionalism . 
Many other architects on the West Coast - I think an architect 
like Barry Downs, some of Ron Thorn's work as the West Coast got 
into that. Thorn is interesting because I think some of his work in 
Ontario has tried to respond to a different region. Musey College 
is a very interesting building which reflects a very strong client and 
his predelictions in architecture - but it also shows a very great 
development change from Ron Thorn's West Coast work in a way 
which responds, it seems to me, very directly to Toronto and 
Southern Ontario. 

I think there are architects in other parts of the country - there 
are architects in Toronto who reflect that. There are architects 
whose work I don't know that well in Quebec, who I suspect show 
that as well. To some extent, some of the work of Gaboury and 
others in the Winnipeg area. Some of Cliff Wien's work perhaps 
shows that. 

One of the problems is that there are not many, if any ~tects 
who have assembled a consistent body of work over a long ~od of 
time which reflects or seems to embody or express a continuing and 
consistent response to these things - so that we ten? to sort of 
jump from building to building and architect to architect. 

But it is a good question and I think it can be ~-ered positiv_ely 
in a number of cases. It wants more space and ome than 1 think 
anyone has yet given it. But I think that is one of~ next steps in 
writing about Canadian architecture. I think there IS more atten
tion - a much stronger tradition in Quebec than in other parts of 
the country, and that is, of course , one of the ~trengths of a ~ture 
that is based upon a linguistic community which separates it from 
the influence of the northern United States. 

One of our problems here and elsewhere is that ~-e tend t~ look 
south of the border and do our criticism and research as an mter
national exercise and on international subjects One of the exciting 
things that is happening now - I think, over. t?~ last te~ years - is 
the steady growth in scholarly work, cnuc1sm, _history, a?d 
theoretical work in Canadian architecture. And that IS an essenoal 
element an under-rated element in the development of an ar
chitec~. Whether it is a Canadian architecture remains to be 
seen. 

TFC: Roger Scruton, in The Aesthe~rc~ of ~rchilut~rt , notes. " a 
distinguishing feature of architecture IS Its highly locahze.d qu~uy. 
Works of literature, music and pictorial art can be realued i? an 
infinite nu m her of locations. The same cannot be true of architec
ture. Buildings constitute important features of their rnvironment, 
as their em·ironment is an important feature of them; they cannot 
be reproduced at will without absurd and disastrous 
consequences." \'\'hat is your reaction to ~cruton's stat~nts, 
given that Canadian architecture may be s1mply a collectJon of 
borrowed and transplanted work - ranging from. for example, 
early Scottiah muon work to California mission vernacular? 
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McMordie: I think the absurd and di.sasterow ~que~ .are 
' d ru Th"v ha'~ a lot to do with the ~'Orst qualmes m our aoe$. 

C:Vl t . .. h' k. th h. 
Th• · wha; ,..e hne been talking about - I t m at t tS 

ts u • . I 1 recognition of the fact that a building occuptes a p~ttcu ar pace 
in space and time is something that every a~hitect ough~ to 

demand as the fundamental premise of architt-Ctural des1gn . 
;~t somehow, when the building gets built, th~t seems to have 
disap~ared from the process. I think the parncular place and 
time obvious!)' accepts, necessarily involves, a lot of elements that 
came from elsewhere - the craftsmen came from elsewhere, the 
building, the design ideas, the materials came from elsewhere. 

Every urban design ought to be designed as pa_rt of the design o~ a 
better city. Impi'O\-ements in a city by necessity bal·e to be bwlt 
upon the best of what is already there. The continuity of th~ past 
and the need to understand the history, the place as a pamcular 
place in space and time - has to be ~ed with~ much exac
titude as you can manage. That meam a fatrly profound 
understuuiing of the space in a sort of geographical, climatic and 
t-Conomic and social sense and rime in a historical sense. 

TFC: When Hitchcock andjohn.son wrote their book. The lniema
tional Stjle it was relatively easy to define an architectural 
language compared to the situation today. :-.iow. as ~tudents in the 
midst of confusion and arbitrariness of current architectural prac
tice, we look for answers. Too often the solutions are over-reactions 
to the uniformity and blandness that surrounds us. Canada has 
produced its share of architectS which would fall under the um
brella of the l001elv defined Post-Modernism. What is your 
response to Canada's ~ork in this area; chat is, do you see anything 
unique in Canadian manifestations of Poo·Modanism? 

McMordie: I don't much like the term Post-Modernism - I 
suspect it wt11 fade as an architectural category over time. 

TFC: Would you rather another term be used - or is a term re
quired? 

McMordie: Well, I would rather simply treat things 
chronologically until you can produce 10tne kind of useful stylistic 
category. I would talk about recent architecture, which includes a 
, • .;de variety of different things, some of whlch attempt more or less 
literally to use elements from the history of architecture, some of 
which eschew any literal elements but which have developed as a 
much fr~r use of the continuing traditions which were being 
established when Hitchcoclt and Johnson wrote. 

A lot of the basic themes of modem architecture defined very 
broadly, especially the influence of technology on architectural 
~yle, continue to be major elements in building1 - it seems a little 
nlly to pretend otherwise. The most interesting people are people 
like Peter Rose in Montreal who are trying to undentand and res
pond very much to the places in which they work, who are in their 
training and in the skills they yield fully modem architecu - and 
every architect hu to be unleu you find a very s~cialized and 
rathe~ CIOteric niche for yo~lf in the field - and who are trying 
to b~ng the two together 10 some way. It was interesting to me 
heanng Peter talk about 1-...s National Gallery submission for Ot· 
taw a - to rtlate it to the work of A&plund and the Swedes at that 
poin! at which Alpl_und, who was, of course, a claMically trained 
architect, was movmg towards the themes that Hitchcock and 
J?hruon were talking about. That is - architecture was in evolu· 
uon at that stage towards what we lOOidy call Modem Architec
ture, or at ltaat one major theme in Modern Archit«"cture. 
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And that kind of invol\'ement with a cnocal JUncture m the history 
of architecture \\-ithin the century is interesting because it seems to 
me it is re-exploration of some of the starting points from which 
the dominant architecture of our day has grown - to see if thtre 
are any other tracks or roots that could be explored which are more 
receptive to local characteristics, to regional things which ptrrnit 
or encourage design, which assimilates tradition and the particular 
character of place more easily. I think that - I don't think Peter 
agrees l'ith me - some of the things he shows show an over-literal 
reliance on the things that define a particular place - in this case, 
Ottawa - and ~rhaps . at the moment, a not quite free enough 
use of the historical tradition that he has been exploring. But 1 
think that it is the inevitable consequence of starting this kind of 
exploration of the past . The way forward is to become easy and 
free and fully in control of these materials. I think there are ar· 
chitects - Peter Rose is one - that are doing that sort of explora· 
tion and depending on their own talent and intelligence - and 
particularly their stamina in a business that is notoriously variable 
- they stand to do some very good things. 

TFC: It seems that the issue of Canadian architecture is a very 
debatable one. If~ take the position that there is not a uniquely 
Canadian architecture , do you see any possibiltiy for one in the 
foreseeable future - and if so - where might its priorities lie? 

McMordie: I question whether there is now any national architec· 
ture which can be so clearly and uniquely identified , that the 
citizens of that country can say, "That building is a Canadian 
building, an .English building. a United States building." And I'm 
not sure that architecture should play that role. 

I think the Houses of Parliament in Ottawa have that kind of sym· 
bolic significance and in that sense . they are part of a Canadian ar
chitecture designed by two Englishmen irt the Victorian Gothic 
scyle. So you know the notion of national architecture is a very odd 
notion tome . If you assert one you are going to find yourself throw· 
ing into the bag a curious collection of d.isparite bits and pieces_ 
buildings which may have nothing to do with any particular regto~ 
or local characteristics but which happen to have become prom1· 
neot buildings irt a particular place , designed in the most interna
tional of international styles - by an architect who had never set 
foot in the city . It is a possibility, but once built irt that place, they 
become part of that place. 

Toronto City Hall has some of these characteristics - it is a 
building by a Finnish architect with a group of Finnish colleagues 
and then modified somewhat and reworked in a local office. Cer· 
tainly the procedure that selected the design was fram~d locally 
and was curiously Canadian in some ways. But the JUry that 
selected the building was dominated by a Finnish ~~eric~ ar· 
chitect, who dominated a number of other competmons m the 
same way and produced buildings which beca~e landm~~ and 
which are, each in their way, a part of a parncular nat~on s ar· 
chitecture - look at the Sydney Opera House. But that ts a v~ry 
odd way to produce a national architecture - it throws some tn· 

teresting light on the notion of a national architecture . 

I think notions of an architecture that responds to the particular 
place and time in a more sensitive way are appearing more and 
more. I think it is a very exciting time in architecture. W~ have 
very good people working very hard at producing better cons1dered 
buildings. As I've said all through this, I think there are factors 
which contribute to producing building1 - to producing an. ar 
chitecture - which in some ways will be distinctively Canadian. 
But whtther anyone will be able at a glance to see that it is Cana· 
dian architecture is another question. 


